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1 us dry pint is how many ounces

VolumeAcre-foot is commonly used for large-scale water resources, including canals and river flows. In Canada, the cup is equal to 8 ounces of imperial liquid (or 0.2273045 liters). The centrimeter is a total metric volume. It is equal to 10 cubic centimeters. In the kitchen, a centimeter is approximately equal to 2 American teaspoons. It is equal to 10E-6 cubic
meters, 1 milliliter, or about 0.0610237 cubic inches. The decimeter cube represents 1 unit of volume. It is equal to 1 liter. Cube dekame meter of volume. It is equal to 1000,000 litres. Cubefoot is a traditional volume unit in English-speaking countries. It is equal to 1,728 cubic wines, or 28,316 85 litres. The cubic thumb is a traditional unit of volume in English-
speaking countries. It is equal to 0.0163870640692641 cubic centimeters or 0.016387064062641 milliliters. A cubic kilometer is a unit of volume. It is equal to 10,000,000,000 litres. A cubic meter is a unit of volume measurement. It is 1000 litres. One cubic meter is about 264.17 U.S. liquid gallons or 219.99 British imperial gallons. The micrometer cube
represents 1 unit of volume. It is equal to 0.00000000000001 liter.Thousand cube unit volume. It is equal to 4168181843058.45 liters. It is equal to 0.000001 liters. The courtyard cube is a traditional unit of volume in English-speaking countries. It is equal to 27 cubic feet or 46656 cubic inches or 0.764555 cubic meters, or 764.554861215584 liters. The deciliter
is the total unit of the metric volume. It is 0.1 litres or 100 cubic centimeters. Decal is a metric unit of volume. It is equal to 10 litres. Hectolitres are a total metric volume. It is equal to 100 liters, 0.1 cubic meters, 26,417 American liquid gallons, 21,999 British imperial gallons, or 3.5315 cubic feet. Kilolitre is a metric unit of volume. The kiloolitre is the same as the
cubic meter. It is equal to 35.3147 cubic feet, or 1000 liters. A litre is a total unit of volume measurement. The unit is written a liter in the United States and the United Kingdom liter. The megaliter is a metric unit of volume. It is equal to 1000 cubic meters or 1,000,000 litres. The metric cup is an unofficial unit of volume metrics. This equates to 0.25 litres
commonly used in recipes in Australia.Tablespoon is the unit of volume used in cooking recipes. This equates to 15 milliliters in the UK, Canada and New york, 20ml in Australia.Teaspoon is a unit of volume used in cooking recipes. In metric kitchens Canada, Australia, and New zealand, the teaspoon is exactly 5 milliliters. Microlitre is a metric unit of volume
used in chemistry and medicine to measure a very small amount of fluid. It is equal to 0.001 ml or 1 cubic millimeter. It is 0.001 liters, or exactly one cubic centimeter. The barrel is a unit of volume. In the UK it is 163.65924 litres. The Imperial Gallon is designed for 10 pounds of distilled water under precisely defined conditions. It's the same as 4.54609 litres.
The British liquid ounce is a traditional unit of liquid volume. It is also called liquid ounces to avoid confusion with the weight of an ounce. It is 0.0284130625 liters. A pint in the UK is a unit of volume. It is 0.56826125 liters. The quarter in the UK is a unit of volume. It is equal to 1.1365225 liters. A tablespoon is a unit of volume used in cooking recipes. In the UK
it is 14,20653125 milliliters. A coffee spoon is a unit of volume used in culinary recipes. In the UK, a teaspoon in traditional cooking is 1/8 ounce of imperial liquid, or about 3.55ml, but a medical teaspoon is usually 5 milliliters. The barrel is a unit of volume. In the UK, a barrel of wine is equal to 143.201835 litres of wine. The U.S. Cup is a traditional unit volume
used in recipes in the United States. It is equal to 1/2 litre of liquid, or 8 liquid ounces or 0.2365882375 liters. The barrel is a unit of volume. In the United States, the dry barrel is 115.627124072727727 liters. The U.S. Dry Gallon is a historic British dry unit volume still used implicitly in the U.S. dry gallon U.S. equal to 4.4048838 liters. U.S. pint of dry unit
volume. It is equal to 0.550610475 liters. U.S. quarter of dry unit volume. It is 1.10122095 litres. The barrel is a unit of volume. In the United States, the federal barrel is equal to 117.3477658 liters. The gallon (symbol: gal) is a unit of Anglo-Saxon volume used to measure liquids, not part of the international system of units. The barrel is a unit of volume. In the
United States, a barrel of liquid is equal to 119.2404717 liters. The US Liquid gallon is a traditional unit of liquid volume. It is equal to 4 liquid quarters or exactly 3,785411784 liters. The American liquid ounce is a traditional unit of liquid volume. It is also called liquid ounces to avoid confusion with the weight of an ounce. It is equal to 0.0295735296875 liters.
US pint est une unit de volume. Il est 0.473176475 litres. U.S. quart liquide est une unit de volume. Elle est ogale 0.94635295 l. baril est une unit de volume. Aux Etats-Unis, un baril de p'trole ou de produits p'troliers est egal au 158.9872956 litres. Aux'tats-Unis, la cuill're and soupe est sgale No 1/2 times liquid. Il est environ 14.8 ml.Cuill're et cafe est une unit'
de volume utilis'dans des recettes de cuisine. La Cuyer et Cafe USA est egal No 1 / 3 cuylare and soup y 1 / 48 tasse. Il est d'environ 4.9 milliliters. For a glass of beer, watch a pint of glass. pintA a full pint glass. The filling line points to half a pint. General informationUnidal of volumeSymbolpt or pConversions (imperial) 1 imp pt in ...... Equals... SI derivative
units 568.26125 mlConversions (USA) 1 U.S. PT in ...... Equals... SI derived unit 473.176473 ml (liquid) si derived unit 550.610471 ml (dry) pint (/ˈpaɪnt/, listen (help'info); pt symbol, sometimes abbreviated as p'3)) volume or capacity unit in both imperial and United States conventional measurement systems. In both of these systems it is traditionally one-
eighth of a gallon. A British imperial pint is about 1⁄5 more than an American pint, because the two systems are defined differently. Almost all other countries are standardized by the metric system, so the size of what can be called a pint varies depending on local customs. Pints are commonly used to sell milk in the United Kingdom. The label gives both metric
and imperial volume. Imperial pint (≈ 568 ml) is used in the UK and Ireland and to a limited extent in the Commonwealth. In the United States, two types of pint are used: a liquid pint (≈ 473 ml) and a less common dry pint (≈ 551 ml). Each of these pints is one-eighth of its respective gallons, but the gallons are different. This difference dates back to 1824, when
the British Laws of Weights and Measures standardized various liquid measures throughout the British Empire, while the United States continued to use earlier English measures. The imperial pint consists of 20 imperial liquid ounces, and an American liquid pint consists of 16 ounces of liquid in the United States. The imperial ounce of liquid is about 4% less
than the American ounce of liquid. All other former British colonies, such as Canada, Australia, South Africa and New ealand, were transformed into a metric system in the 1960s and 1970s; thus, while the term pint may still be in general use in these countries, it can no longer refer to the British imperial pint once used throughout the British Empire. In the
United Kingdom, imperial pint is a mandatory base for draught beer and cider. Milk sold in return containers (e.g. glass bottles) can only be sold and other goods can be sold a pint if a metric measure is also given. Since most countries in the world no longer use American or British imperial units, and most of them do not speak English, a pint of beer served in
a tavern outside the United Kingdom and the United States can be measured by other standards. In the Commonwealth it can be a British imperial pint of 568 ml, in countries serving a large number of American tourists, it can be an American liquid pint 473 ml, in many metric countries it is half a litre 500 ml, and in some places it is another measure reflecting
national and local laws and customs. Historically, units called pints (or the equivalent in the local language) have been used in much of Europe, with values varying from less than half a litre to more than one litre. In continental Europe, these pints were replaced by liquid measures based on the metric system during the 19th century. The term is still in limited
use in parts of France, where une pinte means imperial quart, which is two imperial pints, whereas a pint of une chopine-and Central Europe, notably some areas of Germany and Switzerland, where ein Schoppen is colloquially used for roughly half a litre. In Spanish resorts frequented by British tourists, pint often implies a beer glass (especially a mug of
dimples). So half pints and pint mugs can be called pints of pepenya (little pint) and a pint of Grande (big pint). The name Pint comes from the old French word pint and perhaps ultimately from the vulgar Latin pinkt, meaning painted, to the marks drawn on the side of the container to show the capacity. It is linguistically related, though deeply at odds, with
Pinto, an Italian, Spanish and Portuguese name for a person with a spotted or dark complexion, often used as a surname in these languages. The definition of an Imperial pint of Imperial pint equals one-eighth of an imperial gallon. Imperial pint can (568 ml) commonly found in British supermarkets 1 imperial pint 1⁄8 imperial gallon 1⁄2 imperial quart 4 imperial
gills - 20 imperial liquid ounces ≈ - 568.26125 millilitres (≈ exactly) 1.20044 U.S. liquid pints ≈ 1.0320567435 U.S. Dry Pints ≈ 19.21519881 U.S. Liquid Ounces ≈ volume 20 ounces (567 g) of water at 62 F (16.7 degrees Celsius) U.S. pint of liquid In the United States , a liquid pint is legally defined as one-eighth of a liquid gallon exactly 231 cubic inches. 1
American liquid pint 1⁄8 American liquid gallon - 1⁄2 American liquid quart - 2 U.S. cups, 4 U.S. liquid gills - 16 U.S. liquid ounces - 128 U.S. liquid drams - 28,875 cubic 1.8366770 (exactly) - 473.176473 milliliters (exactly) ) ≈ .83267418463 imperial pints ≈ .8593670070738 U.S. dry pints ≈ Imperial liquid ounces ≈ volume of 1,041 pounds (472 g) g) Water at 62
degrees Fahrenheit (16.7 degrees Celsius) U.S. dry pint In the United States, a dry pint is one sixty-fourth bushel. 1 U.S. dry pint 0.015625 U.S. bushels - 0.0625 U.S. pecks 33.6003125 cubic inches 550.6104713575 milliliters ≈ 0.9689389192092 Imperial pints ≈ 1.1636 471861472 US pints Other pints of blueberries labeled in English (1 US DRY PINT) and
French (1 CHOPINE S'CHE USA 551 ml) for sale in the U.S. and Canada Various versions of pint Type Definition Equality Comment Flamish Pintje 250ml Israel 360-440 ml India 330ml 330ml 'Pint bottle' capacity. South Australian pint 425ml 425ml American liquid pint 16 US fl oz ≈ 473ml Used in the US. US dry pint 18.6 US fl oz ≈ 551ml Less common.
Imperial pint 20 imp fl oz ≈ 568ml Used in the UK and Ireland. An Australian pint of 570ml 570ml based on an imperial pint is rounded up to a metric value. A royal pint or pint du Roy 48 French cubic inches ≈ 952ml ranges from 0.95 to more than 2 litres. A Canadian pint de bier Imperial quart ≈ 1136ml Scottish pint or joug (obsolete) 2 pints and 19.69 imp fl oz
≈ 1696ml Dry pint of the United States equals one-eighth dry gallon of the United States. It is used in the United States, but not as often as liquid pints. Currently, the outdated unit of measurement in Scotland, known as the Scottish pint, or joug, is equal to 1696 ml (2 pints 19.69 imp fl oz). It remained in use until the 19th century, surviving significantly longer
than most old Scottish measurements. The word pint is one of the many false friends that exist between English and French. They are not the same unit, although they have the same linguistic origin. The French word pint is etymologically related, but historically described by a larger unit. The royal pint (pinte du roi) was 48 French cubic inches (952.1 ml), but
the regional pints varied in size depending on the area and from the product (usually wine or olive oil), ranging from 0.95 litres to more than 2 litres. The Scales and Measures Act (R.S. 1985), which has laws in English and French printed side by side, defines a pint in English as 1/8 gallon, but defines a pint in French as 1/4 gallon. Thus, if you speak English
and order a pint of beer, servers are legally required to serve you 568 ml of beer, but if you speak French and order une pinte de bi're, they are legally obliged to serve the imperial quart (une pinte), which is 1,136 ml, or twice as much. To order an imperial pint, speaking French in Canada, you should instead order une chopine de bi're. In Flanders, the word
pintje means little pint only to 250 ml glass of beer. Some West and East Flemish dialects use it as a word for a glass. The equivalent word in German, Pintchen, refers to a glass of a third of a liter Cologne and Rhineland. In southern Australia, ordering a pint of beer results in 425ml (15 fl oz) served. Customers should specifically request an Imperial pint of
beer to get 570ml (20 fl oz). Australians from other states often dispute the size of their beer in Adelaide. Equivalence As one American pint of water weighs about a pound (16 ounces), this engenders the popular saying: Pinta is a pound, the world around. However, an American pint of water actually weighs 1.04318 pounds, and the statement is not held
around the world. That's because the imperial pint, which was also the standard measure in Australia, India, Malaya, New York, South Africa and other former British colonies weighs 1.2528 pounds, which is very close to the popular saying for an imperial pint: a pint of clean water weighs a pound and a quarter. Pint's history is traditionally one-eighth of a
gallon. In Latin, the apothean system used the symbol O (octaves or octarius; multiple octaves or octarius, reflecting the eighth concept in the syllable of the octa-syllable). Because of the variety of definitions of the gallon, there were equally many versions of the pint. America adopted a British gallon of wine defined in 1707 as 231 cubic inches accurately (3 in
× 7 in × 11 inches) as the main liquid measure from which the U.S. wet pint comes; and British corn gallon (1⁄8 standard Winchester bushel corn, or 268.8 cubic inches) as a dry measure from which the U.S. dry pint is derived. In 1824, the British Parliament replaced all different gallons with a new imperial gallon based on ten pounds of distilled water at 62
degrees Fahrenheit (16.667 degrees Celsius) (277.42 cubic inches), which derives the current British pint. Various Canadian provinces continued to use the wine gallon of queen Anne Winchester as the basis for her pint until 1873, and after Britain adopted the imperial system in 1824. This made a Canadian pint compatible with an American pint, but after
1824 it was incompatible with a British pint. The traditional French pint used in Lower Canada (Kwebek) was twice the size of the traditional English pint used in Upper Canada (Ontario), about 1 liter versus 0.5 liters. After four British provinces merged into the Canadian Confederation in 1867, Canada legally adopted the British imperial system of measures in
1873, making Canadian liquidity units incompatible with the American ones from that year. In 1873, the French Canadian pint was defined as one imperial quart or two imperial pints, while the imperial pint was legally named shop in French Canada. Canadian imperial units of liquid measure remain incompatible with American traditional units to this day, and
although Canadian pint, and a gallon are still legal units of measurement in Canada, they are still 20% 20% than the American ones. The effects of the metric in the British and Irish metric processes, the pint has been replaced by metric units as a legally defined basic unit of measurement to trade by volume or power, except for the sale of draught beer and
cider, and milk in return containers. A pint can still be used in these countries as an additional unit under all circumstances. United Kingdom law provides for the use of pints as a measure for draught beer and cider (e.g. pubs). British law stipulates that draft beer and cider can be sold by an imperial pint, and in public homes only a third of pints, two-thirds of
pints or multiples of half a pint can be served in stamped, measured glasses or from government-stamped meters. For milk, if return containers are used, a pint can still be the main unit used, otherwise the metric units (usually a liter) must be used. It is not required that the amount of a litre be round numbers: thus, the amount of milk sold in an uns returning
container can be 1 pint, but will have 568 ml 1 pint, or just 568 ml, on the label. Many recipes published in the UK and Ireland still give ingredient quantities in Imperial, where pints are often used as a unit for large amounts of liquid. (quote is needed) The Food Writers Guild recommends that new recipes be published in metric units. The British Virgin Islands
also require beer and cider to be sold in pints. In addition, in Canada, the amount of water in air purifiers is advertised in pints, as well as VTU (British thermal units); see the metric. In Australia and New York, subtle changes were made to one-pint milk bottles during the transition from imperial to metric in the 1970s. The height and diameter of the milk bottle
remained unchanged, so the existing equipment for processing and storing bottles was not affected, but the shape was adjusted to increase the capacity from 568 ml to 600 ml - a conveniently rounded metric measure. Such milk bottles are no longer officially called pints. However, a pint of glass in pubs in Australia remains closer to the standard imperial pint,
at 570ml. It contains about 500ml of beer and about 70ml of foam, except in south Australia, where a pint is served in 425ml glass and 570ml of glass called Imperial Pint. There are no more legal requirements for beer to be served in standard measures: in pubs, the largest size of glass, which is called a pint, varies but usually contains 425 ml. From a legal
point of view, after 1873, it was defined as one British imperial pint of 20 imperial ounces. With United States continued to use the use of a pint, citation is necessary while in French Canada after 1873 a pint de biere was defined as much more than a 40-ounce quart of beer, so confusion arose to which it was used. Until 1961, bottled beer in Canada was
served in two sizes, in conversational matches known as quarts and pints. They were 22 and 12 imperial ounces (625 and 341 ml respectively), which were much smaller than British units. Some provinces have banned the sale of beer in a larger bottle. In Ontario, for example, only a smaller size could be sold in the 1950s, but both sizes were roughly the
same in quebec. Numerous incompatible units between traditional Canadian, British, French and American systems were one of the driving forces of the metric in Canada. A beer project in Canada, when advertised as a pint, is required by law 568 ml (20 liquid ounces). With a margin of error of 0.5 liquid ounces, a pint of less than 554ml of beer is an offence,
although to the detriment of consumers, this regulation is often broken and rarely used. After the metric in Canada, companies sold milk and other liquids in metric units, so there were no more conversion problems. Legally, while some British imperial units are still legally used in Canada as a result of Canada's colonial history, a pint served in drinking facilities
in Canada should be more than a 20-ounce British imperial pint, not less than a 16-ounce American traditional pint. Under the Scales and Measures Act of Canada, if you are asked for a pint of beer, businesses must serve customers 0.568 litres of beer with an accuracy of 0.5%, and if asked for a pint de bier, they must serve them 1,136 litres. The imperial
measurement system is no longer taught in Canadian schools, leading to confusion when customers ask how big pints of drinking are. Servers and even managers may not know. To avoid legal problems, many drinking establishments move away from using the term pint and sell glasses or beer sleeves, none of which have a legal definition. A 375ml bottle of
liquor in the U.S. and Canadian maritime provinces is sometimes referred to as pint, and a 200ml bottle is called half-pint, going back to the days when liquor was in American pints, fifths, quarts and half-gallons. The liqueur in the U.S. has been sold in metric bottles since 1980, although beer is still sold in traditional U.S. units. In France, the standard measure
of beer in 250 ml is known as un demi (half), which originally means half-pint. Notes - After 1985 (UK), c. 1964 (Canada), the redefinition of the Imperial Gallon b Fifty Imperial Pints, or sixty liquid pints of the U.S., both very close to one cubic leg b After 1964 the redefinition of the liter and the redefinition of 1959 inch Help Help - 260.1-2004 - IEEE Standard
Letter Symbols for units measuring 1 pint 1 cup (SI units, regular Inch-pound units, and some other units). Ieee. 2010. Received on 10 June 2017. BS 350:Part 1:1974 Conversion Rates and Tables - Part 1. The basics of the conversion ratios tables. British Institute of Standards. 1974. p. 10-11. Definition of P. www.merriam-webster.com. Received on May 29,
2017. Weight and measures. British Beer and Pub Association. Received on January 10, 2015. - American Journal of Physics, art.67(1), 1999-Jan, p.13-16, Romer, R.H.; Editorial: Units: only SI, or multicultural diversity? Duden, February 28, 2016. Pints. Merriam-Webster.com, 2013. Received on May 31, 2013. The text of the 1995 Measurement Rules
(Schedule), originally adopted or made in the United Kingdom, legislation.gov.uk. a b Paleo, JFG (October 1816). Metretros universelle, ancienne et moderne: ou rapport des poids et mesures des empires, royaumes, duch's et principaut's des quatre parties du monde. Bordeaux. page 8. Received on October 30, 2011. The Weights and Measures Act (R.S.
1985) (PDF). Pints of craft beer. Measuring Canada. Received 2016-09-18. - The Measurement Canada website contains a huge amount of documentation on official Canadian measurements. The French language version of the site Mesures Canada. Chopins de bier press. Mesures Canada. Received 2016-09-18. Daniel Keane (September 8, 2017).
Getting to the bottom of a pint: the bitter problem of Adelaide's beer glasses. ABC News. Adelaide. Received on September 9, 2017. A pint is a pound all over the world. Government book Talk (blog). U.S. Government Publishing House. 2010-04-27. Received 2017-01-30. Penny Cyclopadias of the Society for the Dissemination of Useful Knowledge. K.
Knight. 1843. page 200. British Pharmacopeia, 1864. 1916. Received 2016-09-22. Ross, Lester A. (1983), Archaeological Metrology: English, French, American and Canadian Weight and Action Systems for North American Historical Archaeology (PDF), Government of Canada, Extracted 10 November 2014 - Libra and Measures, Business Liaison
(Department of Business, Innovation and Skills), archive from the original August 23, 2012, extracted 12 November 2011 - Libra and Measures: Law, Restaurants, etc. Archive 2012-10-03 on Wayback Machines and Campaign - Metric. Food Writers Guild. Archive from the original on April 20, 2013. Received on December 2, 2011. Is a pint really a pint in
Wellington?, 6 September 2012, Dominion - Justice in The Pumps Act. Industry Canada. Archive from the original on September 24, 2014. Received on September 22, 2014. We demand a full pint. Toronto Star. Received on September 22, 2014. The Weights and Measures Act, 1985, was received on November 8, 2014. Gisele Bundn's , National Post, July
18, 2014, received November 2, 2014 - Elizabeth Epstein, Barbara S. McCrady (2009). Overcoming the problems of alcohol use: cognitive behavioral treatment program. Oxford University Press. page 7. U.S. CFR Title 27, Part 5, Subpart E, Section 5.47a External Links Look Pint in Wiktionary, Free Dictionary. The Commons has media related to Pint.
European Commission press release (IP/07/1297, 11 September 2007): Pints and miles will not disappear because of a European Commission proposal from
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